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 Men Women 

 % % 

Legal in only certain circumstances 55 46 

Illegal in all circumstances 18 18 

MORALITY OF ABORTION  
Morally acceptable 43 43 

Morally wrong 48 49 

ABORTION POSITION  
"Pro-choice" 45 52 

"Pro-life" 48 43 

G A L L U P ,  M A Y 3 - 7 ,  2 0 1 7  

Record Percentage of Democrats Identify as "Pro-Choice" 

Abortion attitudes differ far more by political party than by gender, a finding seen across 
all three questions. The majority of Republicans think abortion should be legal in only 
certain circumstances, and solid majorities call it morally wrong and consider 
themselves pro-life. By contrast, the largest segment of Democrats say abortion should 
be legal in all circumstances, while solid majorities consider abortion morally acceptable 
and call themselves pro-choice. 

Political independents fall between the two major parties on these measures, although 
they come a bit closer to Republicans than to Democrats in their choice of abortion 
labels. 

Record Percentage of Democrats Identify as "Pro-Choice" 

 Republicans Independents Democr

 % % % 

LEGALITY OF ABORTION  
Legal in all circumstances 14 28 46 

Legal in only certain circumstances 56 51 44 

Illegal in all circumstances 28 17 8 

MORALITY OF ABORTION  
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There is no consensus among the American public for making abortion completely legal 
or illegal. Rather, the largest segment falls in the middle, saying it should be legal but 
with restrictions. Nearly half of U.S. adults also consider abortion morally wrong. 

This helps explain how the states have been able to pass a vast array of laws limiting 
when, where and how abortions can be performed. It also sheds light on how citizens 
can shift from electing a staunchly pro-choice president in Barack Obama to electing an 
avowed pro-life one in Donald Trump. For most Americans, the issue involves shades of 
gray, not black and white. 

Americans' ambivalence on abortion is also seen in the nearly 50-50 division in their 
self-identification as pro-choice vs. pro-life. These views are not evenly disbursed 
nationally but reflect a blending of mostly pro-life Republicans and mostly pro-choice 
Democrats, groups that do anything but blend when it comes to abortion policy. 

Historical data are available in Gallup Analytics. 

S UR VE Y M ET H OD S 

Results for this Gallup poll are based on telephone interviews conducted May 3-7, 2017, with a 

random sample of 1,011 adults, aged 18 and older, living in all 50 U.S. states and the District of 

Columbia. For results based on the total sample of national adults, the margin of sampling error is ±4 

percentage points at the 95% confidence level. All reported margins of sampling error include 

computed design effects for weighting. 

Each sample of national adults includes a minimum quota of 70% cellphone respondents and 30% 

landline respondents, with additional minimum quotas by time zone within region. Landline and 

cellular telephone numbers are selected using random-digit-dial methods. 

View survey methodology, complete question responses and trends. 

Learn more about how the Gallup Poll Social Series works. 
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